This review addresses the effects of the modifications with nanomaterials, particularly nanosilica, nanoclays, and nanoiron, on the mechanical performance and aging resistance of asphalt mixtures. The desire for high-performance and long-lasting asphalt pavements significantly pushed the modification of the conventional paving asphalt binders. To cope with such demand, the use of nanomaterials for the asphalt binder modification seems promising, as with a small amount of modification an important enhancement of the asphalt mixture mechanical performance can be attained. Several studies already evaluated the effects of the modifications with nanomaterials, mostly focusing on the asphalt binder properties and rheology, and the positive findings encouraged the study of modified asphalt mixtures. This review focuses on the effects attained in the mechanical properties of the asphalt mixtures, under fresh and aged conditions. Generally, the effects of each nanomaterial were evaluated with the current state-of-art tests for the characterization of mechanical performance of asphalt mixtures, such as, permanent deformation, stiffness modulus, fatigue resistance, indirect tensile strength, and Marshall stability. Aging indicators, as the aging sensitivity, were used to evaluate the effects in the asphalt mixture's aging resistance. Finally, to present a better insight into the economic feasibility of the analyzed nanomaterials, a simple cost analysis is performed.
Introduction
The asphalt binder, i.e., the bitumen, is a material widely used for road construction worldwide. Generally, the bitumen is obtained from refining crude oil and its final properties are dependent on crude oil origin and refining processes. Bitumen can be described as a thermoplastic, viscous-elastic material that behaves as a solid at low/intermediate temperatures (under 25 • C) and as a semi-solid/liquid at higher temperatures (typically above 60 • C) [1, 2] . This property allows its use in road construction, where firstly, the bitumen is heated to properly mix with the aggregates and, finally, after the compaction process and cooling to ambient temperature, the bitumen will act as the binder of the aggregates. Nevertheless, the bitumen temperature sensitivity causes several problems for the asphalt pavement in service. The permanent deformation and cracking mechanics are highly related to high and low service temperatures, respectively.
While in service, the asphalt pavement has to withstand a wide range of environmental conditions and traffic loads. In many cases, the conventional penetration grade bitumen no longer ensures the desired performance over the service life, and early conservation work or reconstruction may be needed. In addition, the bitumen is a material sensitive to aging, and its properties deteriorate over The clays are materials that can be found abundantly in nature. Although presenting some natural variability in their constitution, such ease of access made them known materials with many applications. Currently, there are few processes to extract nanoclay from a layered clay [26, 27] . Montmorillonite, is a smectite clay material derived from bentonite ore [28] , is the most common natural nanomineral used by industry [29] . Majority of the clays present a layered structure, which consists of a Silica tetrahedron connected to an alumina octahedron, coordinated by oxygen atoms or hydroxyl groups, with the overall thickness of a single layer approaching one nanometer [30] . The complete separation (exfoliation) of the nanoclay layers will result in a large surface area, up to 800 m 2 /g [9] , as well as, very high aspect ratio, typically 100 to 1500 [31] .
Generally, the natural nanoclays have hydrophilic properties. The hydrophilic behavior may cause difficulties to disperse the nanoclay homogeneously in the asphalt binder, which has organophilic properties [32] . To mitigate such a problem, the raw nanoclays can be modified by replacing the interlayer cations with quaternized ammonium or phosphonium cations, preferably with long alkyl chains, originating an organically modified or organophilic nanoclay [5] , e.g. cloisite is an organically modified nanoclay which base is montmorillonite. Table 2 presents the properties of the nanoclay used by several researchers, where, in all the cases, the base of the studied nanoclays was montmorillonite. The dispersion of nanoclay in the asphalt matrix can create immiscible, intercalated, or exfoliated nanostructures [33] . In an intercalated structure, there is an expansion of the nanoclay interlayer spacing that is occupied by asphalt molecules. In an exfoliated structure, the layers of the nanoclay are exfoliated (completely separated) and the individual layers are distributed throughout the polymer matrix. [25] The clays are materials that can be found abundantly in nature. Although presenting some natural variability in their constitution, such ease of access made them known materials with many applications. Currently, there are few processes to extract nanoclay from a layered clay [26, 27] . Montmorillonite, is a smectite clay material derived from bentonite ore [28] , is the most common natural nanomineral used by industry [29] . Majority of the clays present a layered structure, which consists of a Silica tetrahedron connected to an alumina octahedron, coordinated by oxygen atoms or hydroxyl groups, with the overall thickness of a single layer approaching one nanometer [30] . The complete separation (exfoliation) of the nanoclay layers will result in a large surface area, up to 800 m 2 /g [9] , as well as, very high aspect ratio, typically 100 to 1500 [31] .
Generally, the natural nanoclays have hydrophilic properties. The hydrophilic behavior may cause difficulties to disperse the nanoclay homogeneously in the asphalt binder, which has organophilic properties [32] . To mitigate such a problem, the raw nanoclays can be modified by replacing the interlayer cations with quaternized ammonium or phosphonium cations, preferably with long alkyl chains, originating an organically modified or organophilic nanoclay [5] , e.g. cloisite is an organically modified nanoclay which base is montmorillonite. Table 2 presents the properties of the nanoclay used by several researchers, where, in all the cases, the base of the studied nanoclays was montmorillonite. The dispersion of nanoclay in the asphalt matrix can create immiscible, intercalated, or exfoliated nanostructures [33] . In an intercalated structure, there is an expansion of the nanoclay interlayer spacing that is occupied by asphalt molecules. In an exfoliated structure, the layers of the nanoclay are exfoliated (completely separated) and the individual layers are distributed throughout the polymer matrix. Methyl, tallow, bis-2-hydroxyethyl, quaternary ammonium 0.230 [34] Nanofil-15 Organophilic Nanodispers layered silicate, long chain hydrocarbon 0.190 [34] Organophilic nanoclay Organophilic dimethyl ammonium with two alkyl chains - [35] Bentonite Hydrophilic -- [36, 37] NMN Hydrophilic -0.678 [38] PMN Organophilic Polysiloxane 0.251 [38] Cloisite 15A Organophilic Quaternary ammonium salt - [39] Nanoclay A Organophilic Na-activated; Dimethyl, dehydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium - [40] Nanoclay B Organophilic Na-activated; Methyl, tallow, bis-2-hydroxyethyl, quaternary ammonium - [40] Nanoclay C Organophilic Dimethyl, benzyl, Na-activated; hydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium - [40] BT Hydrophilic -- [41, 42] OBT Organophilic octadecylammonium salt - [41, 42] Nanoclay Organophilic Polysiloxane 0.251 [43] Iron nanoparticles are mostly Fe and iron oxides, such as FeO, Fe 2 O 3 , and Fe 3 O 4 . Generally, these materials are a red brown/black powder, depending of the percentage of iron oxides in its composition. The Fe nanoparticles are also commercially available in the form of zero-valent iron (ZVI), also designated zero-valent nanoiron (nZVI). ZVI can be found as a dry ferrous powder of non-valent chain presenting alkaline properties (pH from 11 to 12). Currently, ZVI has been successfully applied in groundwater remediation and wastewater treatment. Thus, the production of such nanoparticles streamlined over the last years [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Their properties such as reactivity and high specific surface may cause an important impact on the properties of the asphalt binder. Table 3 presents the properties of iron nanoparticles used by several researchers. 
Modification of the Asphalt Binder with Nanomaterials
In the majority of the studies found in literature, the modification of asphalt mixtures with nanomaterials is initially done at the binder level, i.e., the asphalt binder is modified with the nanomaterials, and then, the modified binder is used to produce the asphalt mixture. The optimum dosage of nanomaterial in the asphalt binder will be dependent on the type of nanomaterial, type of asphalt binder, and the methodology used, i.e., type of testing selected. Generally, the nanomaterials are blended with asphalt binder in small percentages, around 2 to 6% by mass of asphalt binder [51] . In some cases, besides the nanomaterial, a polymer modification is also done, or the binder being modified is a polymer-modified binder (PMB). Generally, for the modification of the asphalt binder with nanomaterials in laboratory one out of two methods is used: The dry blending method or the solvent blending method [52] [53] [54] [55] . A recent review addresses more in depth the details of the polymer modification with nanoclays [56, 57] .
The dry blending method consists of the use of high-speed stirring to disperse the nanomaterials in the asphalt binder matrix. In this method the asphalt binder is previously heated above the softening point temperature, generally, up to a temperature equal or near to the recommended asphalt mixture mixing temperature, the nanomaterial is added, and a shear mixing effect is applied for a specific time period. As it will be additive (nanomaterial) and neat asphalt binder dependent, several trials may be needed to determine the adequate combination of rotation speed and mixing time. In addition to the high-speed shear mixing, some authors also applied sonication. Table 4 presents the dry blending configuration used by several authors. The use of excessive rotational speed and prolonged mixing times can cause an undesired accelerated oxidation and consequent aging of the asphalt binder. The geometry of the mixing shaft head can also play an important role. The use of the most common shaft head geometries (such as blades, anchor, propeller, and Rushton) at high rotation speed can easily induce vortex effects that will potentiate the entrapment of air bubbles in the asphalt matrix. This effect, aggravated by the fact that the mixing occurs at high temperatures, may promote a significant premature oxidation of the asphalt. To mitigate this effect, the use of head geometries, such as the Jiffy head, that prevent vortex formation can be preferable. Other possibility to eliminate undesired oxidation could be to carry out the process of asphalt modification under controlled atmosphere conditions, for example using a nitrogen atmosphere furnace.
In the solvent blending method, the nanomaterial is initially dispersed in a compatible solvent (for example toluene or kerosene) that later will be mixed with the neat asphalt binder under medium to high temperature applying low speed stirring. The mixing process finishes when the evaporation of the solvent is complete. Some authors also applied sonication during the stirring time. The description of the solvent blending configurations can be found in the respective studies [65] [66] [67] .
Due to several advantages, the dry blending method is the most widely used. Compared to the solvent blending method, the most important advantages of the dry blending method are that it is cheaper and easier to implement and does not require the use of high amount of solvents. For either method, the evaluation of the final modified binder properties will reveal if a homogeneous blend was achieved. To perform this evaluation, a procedure similar to the one stated by the CEN specification EN 13399-determination of storage stability of modified bitumen [68] or ASTM D5892-00 [69] can be used [63, 70] . As the used dosages of nanomaterials are typically low, under 6% of the mass of asphalt binder, and the individual mass of the nanoparticles is very small, sedimentation problems were not reported.
There are some concerns regarding the safety of nanoparticles and the associated potential health risks. Because of their nanoscale dimensions, they can easily pass through biological systems, such as human skin and cell membranes and accumulate in undesirable locations up to toxic levels [71] . Grassian et al. [72] found that the inhalation of nano TiO 2 at 8.8 mg/m 3 concentration caused lung inflammation. Although some studies were already conducted, there is still a big uncertainty regarding the effects of engineered nanomaterials on environment and human health. Recently, due to the proliferation of nanotechnology in several industries, particularly food additives and packaging, more publications are addressing this topic [30, 71, [73] [74] [75] . The production of nanomaterials and the asphalt binder modification are important phases where exposure can be significant. The most likely routes for exposure are inhalation, ocular, and dermal adsorption [75] . Unless other information is given by the nanomaterials' suppliers, the manipulation and handling of such materials should be assumed as a potential hazard, thus safety handling protocols should be implemented accordingly. Crucho [36] modified asphalt binder in laboratory using a fume hood cabinet and individual protections: Nitrile gloves at least 0.5 mm thick, mask for eye protection, breathing mask with particle-filter FFP3, and protection suit (Tychen C-category III).
Effect of the Modification with Nanomaterials in the Asphalt Binder
Some studies about the use of nanomaterials in asphalt binders have already been done, with special attention to nanosilica and nanoclays. Regarding the effects of the modification with nanomaterials in the properties of the asphalt binder, few recent reviews address this topic. Porto et al. [5] presented a review about the asphalt binder modification covering several types of modifiers, such as, polymers, chemical modifiers (including nanocomposite modifiers), and warm mix technology. The review of Martinho and Farinha [51] focused on the use of nanoclays. Li et al. [52] presented a review covering a wide range of nanomaterials, such as, nanocarbon, nanoclay, nanofiber, nanosilica, and nanotitanium. Wu and Tahri [76] presented a state-of-the-art about the use of carbon and graphene family nanomaterials in asphalt modification.
The following paragraphs present a brief description of the effects of the modifications with nanomaterials in the properties of the asphalt binder, as well as, some additional details found in literature.
In brief, the nanosilica-modified binder presented a decrease in penetration, increase in viscosity, and increase in softening point [10, 18, 25, 27, 77, 78] . Regarding the rheological behavior, evaluated using the dynamic shear rheometer (DSR), the modified binders present higher complex modulus and lower phase angle [18, 64, 77, 79] . Authors evaluating the binder fatigue with DSR tests, concluded that the nanosilica modifications showed superior fatigue resistance [22, 80, 81] .
At the level of fundamental characterization, the nanoclay-modified binder presented a decrease in penetration, increase in softening point, and increase in viscosity [10, 25, 27, 35, 39, 41, 55, 79, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] . And consistently, regarding rheology, the nanoclay modified binders present an increase in complex shear modulus and decrease in phase angle [34, 38, 41, 42, 55, 86, 87, 90] . The existing studies mostly focused on organically modified montmorillonite, due to the expectation of obtaining exfoliated structures in the modified binders and higher performance improvements. The raw nanoclays, in their hydrophilic natural form, may form only intercalated structures, although, some authors studying raw nanoclays [38, 41, 42, 91, 92] also obtained considerable performance improvements.
The type of nanoclay used in the modification has an important effect in results, i.e., in the modified binder performance. Although the overall trends were the same, the authors that studied more than one nanoclay type obtained different results, regardless of using the same control binder. A study [41] about the modification of 60/70 asphalt binder with nanoclays, sodium bentonite (BT) and organically modified sodium bentonite (OBT), revealed that both modifications caused reduction of the phase angle and increased viscosity, softening point, and complex shear modulus. The effects were correlated with the dosage of nanoclay introduced and, in all cases, the effects of the organically modified clay were stronger. The exfoliated structure of the organically modified nanoclay, that promotes a better dispersion in the asphalt matrix, can explain these effects. On the other hand, in another study [55] , the authors studied the modification of a PG 64-28 with two organically modified nanoclays with similar structure (nanoclay A and nanoclay B) and observed different effects. For example, regarding viscosity, the modifications caused an increase of 41% and 112% with 2% of nanoclay A and 2% of nanoclay B, respectively, and regarding complex shear modulus, the modifications caused an increase of 66% and 184% with 2% of nanoclay A and 2% of nanoclay B, respectively. Jahromi and Khodaii [34] studied the effects of two organically modified nanoclays (Nanofil-15 and Cloisite-15A) on the properties of the 60/70 asphalt binder and, found the effects of the second stronger than those of the first. In the cases that authors studied the same dosage and nanomodification in different control binder, they reported that the effects in softer binders are stronger than those in harder binders [93, 94] .
Onochie et al. [79] studied the effects of the modifications with an organically modified nanoclay and nanosilica on the properties of a PG 58-28 asphalt binder. The results obtained by the authors were dependent of the type and dosage of the nanomaterial. For example, regarding viscosity, 2% nanoclay and 4% nanoclay increased the viscosity by 22% and 36%, respectively, and 2% nanosilica and 4% nanosilica increased the viscosity by 13% and 10%, respectively. Regarding complex shear modulus, 2% nanoclay and 4% nanoclay presented an increase of 19% and 40%, respectively, and 2% nanosilica and 4% nanosilica presented an increase of 21% and 35%, respectively.
A possible drawback of the modification of asphalt mixtures with nanomaterials is underperformance at low temperatures (PG low temperature). Onochie et al. [79] tested a PG 58-28 with 2% and 4% nanosilica modifications with bending beam rheometer (BBR) and found the modifications to present 6% and 14% higher creep stiffness and equal and 2% lower m-value, respectively. In the same study, the authors also evaluated the effects of 2% and 4% nanoclay modification, using the same control binder (PG 58-28) and an organically modified nanoclay (cloisite 30B), and found the modifications to present 8% and 14% higher creep stiffness and 2% and 4% lower m-value, respectively. Regarding nanoclays, other studies [38, 55, 90] reported similar underperformance of the modified binders in BBR or direct tensile test (DTT) at PG low temperature. However, in another study [41] , the modifications of the 60/70 control binder with 5% nanoclay bentonite and 5% organically modified bentonite presented similar m-values but, 19% and 22% lower creep stiffness, respectively, indicating enhanced low temperature performance. On the one hand, the effects of the modifications with nanomaterials in the low temperature performance are not entirely understood and deserve further investigation. On the other hand, besides the worsening in low temperature performance, authors reported that the modified binders still passed the respective Superpave™ specification (maximum 300 MPa creep stiffness and minimum 0.300 m-value) presenting the same PG low temperature of the control binder. Thus, the use of such modifications in cold regions can be possible, but further investigation is recommended.
Effect of the Modification with Nanomaterials in the Mechanical Performance of Asphalt Mixtures

Nanosilica
The authors that conducted studies about nanosilica modified asphalt mixtures, reported important improvements in the mechanical performance of the mixture. To evaluate the asphalt mixture performance, the mechanical tests most found in literature were Marshall stability, water sensitivity (using the indirect tensile strength ratio or the retained Marshall stability), permanent deformation, and stiffness. The Figures 2-6 present the results found in several studies. "Control" refers to the mixtures with 0% of nanosilica and, "Modified" refers to the modification performed by each author.
Burguete [95] studied an asphalt concrete, AC 14 Surf 35/50, using limestone filler, basalt aggregate, and considering two binder contents, 5.5% and 6.5%, with three nanosilica modifications, 2%, 4%, and 6%, respectively. From Marshall tests results the author observed, for both binder contents, that the peak of Marshall stability corresponded to the 4% nanosilica modification and, across the dosage range, a decrease of the Marshall flow related with the increase of the nanosilica dosage. The results of Burguete [95] presented in Figure 2 correspond to the 6.5% binder content mixture with 4% nanosilica modification, that caused an increase of 19% in Marshall stability.
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Hasaninia and Haddadi [20] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) modified with 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% nanosilica. The control binder was the 60/70. The optimum binder content (OBC) was calculated using the Marshal methodology, and the results showed a decrease in OBC proportional to the increase in nanosilica dosage. The OBC values were 5.5%, 5.3%, 5.2%, 5.0%, and 4.9% for the 0% (control mixture), 2%, 4%, 6%, and 8% nanosilica modified, respectively. Regarding the performance tests, the effects obtained with the modifications were sensitive to the nanosilica dosage thus, the 8% nanosilica modification had the highest effects. Concerning the 8% modification, the modified mixture presented 31% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ), 37% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 6 ), 30% increase in indirect tensile strength, decrease in indirect tensile strength ratio from 98% to 73% ( Figure 5 ), 71% increase in flow number (lower permanent deformation), and better fatigue resistance (18% increase in the strain for 10 5 cycles). As the authors produced the modified mixtures using the respective OBC, the decrease in water sensitivity (indirect tensile strength ratio) can be partially explained by the higher air void content of the nanosilica-modified mixtures (4.47% air void content in control mixture versus 5.93% air void content in 8% nanosilica modification).
Yao et al. [22] studied an asphalt mixture with PG 58-34 with acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (control binder) and modified with 4% and 6% nanosilica. The effects obtained were dependent of the nanosilica dosage. Thus, the 6% modification had the highest effects in the mechanical performance. Regarding the 6% modification, the authors reported 30% increase in the dynamic modulus, 34% reduction in permanent deformation (evaluated with the asphalt pavement analyzer rutting test) and 27% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 6 ).
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Cai et al. [24] produced an asphalt mixture (AC 16) with limestone aggregates and 60/70 penetration grade bitumen and studied the modification with 1% nanosilica. The authors reported the following effects: 27% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ); 14% reduction in permanent deformation; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 83% to 88% ( Figure 4 ); 9% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ); small improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 80% to 82% ( Figure 5 ); 14% increase in stiffness modulus and better fatigue life (97% increase in number of fatigue resistance (18% increase in the strain for 10 5 cycles). As the authors produced the modified mixtures using the respective OBC, the decrease in water sensitivity (indirect tensile strength ratio) can be partially explained by the higher air void content of the nanosilica-modified mixtures (4.47% air void content in control mixture versus 5.93% air void content in 8% nanosilica modification). Yao et al. [22] studied an asphalt mixture with PG 58-34 with acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (control binder) and modified with 4% and 6% nanosilica. The effects obtained were dependent of the nanosilica dosage. Thus, the 6% modification had the highest effects in the mechanical performance. Regarding the 6% modification, the authors reported 30% increase in the dynamic modulus, 34% reduction in permanent deformation (evaluated with the asphalt pavement analyzer rutting test) and 27% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 6 ). Crucho et al. [25, 36] studied an asphalt mixture (AC 14) with granitic aggregates, limestone filler, and 4.5% binder content. The selected binder was the 35/50 penetration grade (control binder) and the nanosilica dosage was 4%. The author concluded that the 4% nanosilica modification enhanced the mechanical performance of the mixture and reported the following effects: 11% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ); improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 98% ( Figure 4 ); 59% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ); improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 70% ( Figure 5 ); better affinity aggregate-binder (more 10% of binder coverage); 34% reduction in permanent deformation; 4% and 18% average increase in stiffness modulus at the temperature of 20 ºC and 30 ºC, respectively; and better fatigue resistance (4% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Cai et al. [24] produced an asphalt mixture (AC 16) with limestone aggregates and 60/70 penetration grade bitumen and studied the modification with 1% nanosilica. The authors reported the following effects: 27% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ); 14% reduction in permanent deformation; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 83% to 88% ( Figure 4 ); 9% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ); small improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 80% to 82% ( Figure 5 ); 14% increase in stiffness modulus and better fatigue life (97% increase in number of Crucho et al. [25, 36] studied an asphalt mixture (AC 14) with granitic aggregates, limestone filler, and 4.5% binder content. The selected binder was the 35/50 penetration grade (control binder) and the nanosilica dosage was 4%. The author concluded that the 4% nanosilica modification enhanced the mechanical performance of the mixture and reported the following effects: 11% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ); improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 98% ( Figure 4 ); 59% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ); improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 70% ( Figure 5 ); better affinity aggregate-binder (more 10% of binder coverage); 34% reduction in permanent deformation; 4% and 18% average increase in stiffness modulus at the temperature of 20 • C and 30 • C, respectively; and better fatigue resistance (4% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Cai et al. [24] produced an asphalt mixture (AC 16) with limestone aggregates and 60/70 penetration grade bitumen and studied the modification with 1% nanosilica. The authors reported the following effects: 27% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ); 14% reduction in permanent deformation; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 83% to 88% ( Figure 4 ); 9% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ); small improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 80% to 82% ( Figure 5 ); 14% increase in stiffness modulus and better fatigue life (97% increase in number of cycles) in fatigue tests at 1000 µm/m controlled strain; 9% increase in flexural tensile strength and 25% increase in flexural strain in the three-point bending test.
Ezzat et al. [97] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) modified with 7% nanosilica. The asphalt mixture was produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, 60/70 (control binder) and 5.5% binder content. The nanosilica modified mixture presented 56% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 2 ), increase in retained Marshall stability from 85% for control to 93% for nanosilica modified (Figure 4 ), 11% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 3 ), and increase in indirect tensile strength ratio from 88% for control to 93% for nanosilica modified ( Figure 5 ).
Tanzadeh and Shahrezagamasaei [23] studied a porous asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm). For the mixture production, the authors used limestone aggregates, limestone filler, several combinations of additives (glass fiber, lime powder, polypropylene fiber, SBS and nanosilica), 60/70 asphalt binder and the binder contents 4.5%, 5.5%, and 6.0%. For the tested additives combinations, the introduction of 2% and 4% nanosilica modifications caused reduction in binder drain down, reduction in permanent deformation, and increase in indirect tensile strength. The effects of the nanosilica increased according with the dosage increase. In a following study, Tanzadeh et al. [98] evaluated the performance of a porous asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm), produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, lime (0.5% by weight of mixture), and 60/70 asphalt binder modified with 4.5% SBS. The binder contents of the asphalt mixture were 5% and 6%. The authors study the modification with 2% nanosilica alongside with 0.2% glass fiber and basalt fiber. The introduction of 2% nanosilica increased indirect tensile strength, improved the resistance to moisture sensitivity, and reduced abrasion (Cantabro test).
The use of silica nanoparticles to modify the asphalt mixture revealed to cause an overall improvement in its mechanical performance. Generally, the studies found in literature indicate higher Marshall stability, higher indirect tensile strength, enhanced water sensitivity (indicated by higher indirect tensile strength ratio and/or higher retained Marshall stability), higher stiffness (higher resilient modulus or stiffness modulus), lower permanent deformation, and better fatigue resistance.
Nanoclay
In the studies of asphalt mixtures modified with nanoclays, several improvements in the mechanical performance were identified. Generally, the effect reported by the authors were: Increase in Marshall stability, reduction in permanent deformation, lower water sensitivity (increase in indirect tensile strength ratio and/or retained Marshall stability), increase in stiffness modulus/resilient modulus, and better resistance to fatigue. Although the findings are generally consistent, the big variety of materials leads to different effects in mechanical performance. The nanoclay type, the modification of raw nanoclay with organo-modifiers, the nanoclay dosage and the original asphalt binder properties can have a strong influence in the results. The following paragraphs describe the most relevant studies found in the literature and their more important conclusions.
Gedafa et al. [94] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) with 5.7% binder content, using two different binders, PG 58-28 and PG 64-28 (control binders), and modified with an organically modified nanoclay (cloisite) with the dosages of 1%, 3%, and 5%. The authors tested for permanent deformation using the asphalt pavement analyzer rut test (APA), and concluded that the resistance to permanent deformation increased with the nanoclay dosage ( Figure 7 ). The effect of the modifications in the softer binder (PG 58-28) was stronger that in the harder binder (PG 64-28). The modifications with 5% nanoclay presented a reduction of 57% and 38% with the PG 58-28 and PG 64-28, respectively. Iskender [40] studied the effects of three nanoclay modifications in the performance of a SMA mixture. The SMA mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) was produced with 6.1% binder content and, basalt aggregates and asphalt binder 50/70 (control binder) were used. The author introduced the nanoclay as a partial substituent of the mineral filler, and not by previously blending with the asphalt binder. In this case, the nanoclay dosages were 2%, 3.5%, and 5% by mass of dry aggregates. The author modified raw bentonite clay with three organic modifiers, obtaining three organically modified clays: Nanoclay A-modified with dimethyl, dehydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC A); nanoclay B-modified with methyl, tallow, bis 2 hydroxyethyl quaternary ammonium (NC B); and nanoclay C-modified with dimethyl, benzyl, hydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC C). The author evaluated water sensitivity using the modified Lottman test at 25 °C, and observed: With nanoclay A the indirect tensile strength increased by 14%, 20%, and 3%; with nanoclay B the indirect tensile strength increased by 11%, 20%, and −2%; and with nanoclay C the indirect tensile strength decreased by 11%, 14%, and 17%, for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The indirect tensile strength results corresponding to the 2% modifications are presented in Figure 8 . Regarding the indirect tensile strength ratio, for all the nanoclays, the highest ratio corresponded to the 2% dosage ( Figure 9 ). The ratio presented a trend of decrease with the increase in dosage, in such way, with 5% dosage all nanoclays performed worse that the control mixture. The author evaluated permanent deformation at 40 °C using the dynamic creep test, applying 100 kPa load for 21,600 pulses. The nanoclay A enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation, presenting a reduction of 9%, 10%, and 36% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The mixture modified with nanoclay B performed worse that the control mixture, presenting an increase in permanent deformation of 30%, 40%, and 51% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The behavior of the mixture modified with nanoclay C was more complex, presenting 12% increase with 2% dosage, 29% reduction with 3.5% dosage, and similar to control with 5% dosage. Iskender [40] studied the effects of three nanoclay modifications in the performance of a SMA mixture. The SMA mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) was produced with 6.1% binder content and, basalt aggregates and asphalt binder 50/70 (control binder) were used. The author introduced the nanoclay as a partial substituent of the mineral filler, and not by previously blending with the asphalt binder. In this case, the nanoclay dosages were 2%, 3.5%, and 5% by mass of dry aggregates. The author modified raw bentonite clay with three organic modifiers, obtaining three organically modified clays: Nanoclay A-modified with dimethyl, dehydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC A); nanoclay B-modified with methyl, tallow, bis 2 hydroxyethyl quaternary ammonium (NC B); and nanoclay C-modified with dimethyl, benzyl, hydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC C). The author evaluated water sensitivity using the modified Lottman test at 25 • C, and observed: With nanoclay A the indirect tensile strength increased by 14%, 20%, and 3%; with nanoclay B the indirect tensile strength increased by 11%, 20%, and −2%; and with nanoclay C the indirect tensile strength decreased by 11%, 14%, and 17%, for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The indirect tensile strength results corresponding to the 2% modifications are presented in Figure 8 . Regarding the indirect tensile strength ratio, for all the nanoclays, the highest ratio corresponded to the 2% dosage ( Figure 9 ). The ratio presented a trend of decrease with the increase in dosage, in such way, with 5% dosage all nanoclays performed worse that the control mixture. The author evaluated permanent deformation at 40 • C using the dynamic creep test, applying 100 kPa load for 21,600 pulses. The nanoclay A enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation, presenting a reduction of 9%, 10%, and 36% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The mixture modified with nanoclay B performed worse that the control mixture, presenting an increase in permanent deformation of 30%, 40%, and 51% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The behavior of the mixture modified with nanoclay C was more complex, presenting 12% increase with 2% dosage, 29% reduction with 3.5% dosage, and similar to control with 5% dosage. Iskender [40] studied the effects of three nanoclay modifications in the performance of a SMA mixture. The SMA mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) was produced with 6.1% binder content and, basalt aggregates and asphalt binder 50/70 (control binder) were used. The author introduced the nanoclay as a partial substituent of the mineral filler, and not by previously blending with the asphalt binder. In this case, the nanoclay dosages were 2%, 3.5%, and 5% by mass of dry aggregates. The author modified raw bentonite clay with three organic modifiers, obtaining three organically modified clays: Nanoclay A-modified with dimethyl, dehydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC A); nanoclay B-modified with methyl, tallow, bis 2 hydroxyethyl quaternary ammonium (NC B); and nanoclay C-modified with dimethyl, benzyl, hydrogenated tallow, quaternary ammonium (NC C). The author evaluated water sensitivity using the modified Lottman test at 25 °C, and observed: With nanoclay A the indirect tensile strength increased by 14%, 20%, and 3%; with nanoclay B the indirect tensile strength increased by 11%, 20%, and −2%; and with nanoclay C the indirect tensile strength decreased by 11%, 14%, and 17%, for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The indirect tensile strength results corresponding to the 2% modifications are presented in Figure 8 . Regarding the indirect tensile strength ratio, for all the nanoclays, the highest ratio corresponded to the 2% dosage ( Figure 9 ). The ratio presented a trend of decrease with the increase in dosage, in such way, with 5% dosage all nanoclays performed worse that the control mixture. The author evaluated permanent deformation at 40 °C using the dynamic creep test, applying 100 kPa load for 21,600 pulses. The nanoclay A enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation, presenting a reduction of 9%, 10%, and 36% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The mixture modified with nanoclay B performed worse that the control mixture, presenting an increase in permanent deformation of 30%, 40%, and 51% for 2%, 3.5%, and 5% dosages, respectively. The behavior of the mixture modified with nanoclay C was more complex, presenting 12% increase with 2% dosage, 29% reduction with 3.5% dosage, and similar to control with 5% dosage. Ghile [31] and van de Ven et al. [99] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 11.2 mm) with 5.7% binder content, modified with of 6% organically modified nanoclay (cloisite). For the mixture production, granitic aggregates and 40/60 asphalt binder (control binder) were used. The modified mixture presented 12% average increase in resilient modulus in the range from 5 °C to 35 °C (evaluated by the indirect tensile resilient modulus test). Regarding indirect tensile strength, the modified mixture presented 8%, 19%, 17%, 28%, and 39% increase for 5 °C, 12.5 °C, 20 °C, 27.5 °C, and 35 °C, respectively (Figure 8 ). The modification also enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation (50% increase in the flow number in dynamic creep tests at 60 °C and 200 KPa).
Ezzat et al. [97] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) modified with 3% nanoclay (montmorillonite). The asphalt mixture was produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, 60/70 (control binder) and 5.5% binder content. The authors observed that the nanoclay modified mixture presented 55% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 10 ), decrease in retained Marshall stability (85% for control and 77% for nanoclay modified), 40% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), and similar indirect tensile ratio (Figure 9 ). Crucho et al. [25, 36, 100] studied an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay hydrophilic bentonite. The mixture was an asphalt concrete (AC 14) using granitic aggregates, limestone filler, 35/50 asphalt binder, and 4.5% binder content. The modification had a positive effect in the properties of the asphalt mixture. The following effects were reported: 13% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure  10) ; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 99%; 46% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 8) ; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 61% (Figure 9 ); improvement in affinity aggregate-binder (from 40% to 67% of binder coverage); 10% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ); 7.2% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 °C and 4.3% increase in stiffness modulus at 30 °C; and better fatigue resistance (7% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles). Ghile [31] and van de Ven et al. [99] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 11.2 mm) with 5.7% binder content, modified with of 6% organically modified nanoclay (cloisite). For the mixture production, granitic aggregates and 40/60 asphalt binder (control binder) were used. The modified mixture presented 12% average increase in resilient modulus in the range from 5 • C to 35 • C (evaluated by the indirect tensile resilient modulus test). Regarding indirect tensile strength, the modified mixture presented 8%, 19%, 17%, 28%, and 39% increase for 5 • C, 12.5 • C, 20 • C, 27.5 • C, and 35 • C, respectively (Figure 8 ). The modification also enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation (50% increase in the flow number in dynamic creep tests at 60 • C and 200 KPa).
Ezzat et al. [97] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) modified with 3% nanoclay (montmorillonite). The asphalt mixture was produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, 60/70 (control binder) and 5.5% binder content. The authors observed that the nanoclay modified mixture presented 55% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 10 ), decrease in retained Marshall stability (85% for control and 77% for nanoclay modified), 40% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), and similar indirect tensile ratio (Figure 9 ). Ghile [31] and van de Ven et al. [99] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 11.2 mm) with 5.7% binder content, modified with of 6% organically modified nanoclay (cloisite). For the mixture production, granitic aggregates and 40/60 asphalt binder (control binder) were used. The modified mixture presented 12% average increase in resilient modulus in the range from 5 °C to 35 °C (evaluated by the indirect tensile resilient modulus test). Regarding indirect tensile strength, the modified mixture presented 8%, 19%, 17%, 28%, and 39% increase for 5 °C, 12.5 °C, 20 °C, 27.5 °C, and 35 °C, respectively (Figure 8 ). The modification also enhanced the resistance to permanent deformation (50% increase in the flow number in dynamic creep tests at 60 °C and 200 KPa).
Ezzat et al. [97] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) modified with 3% nanoclay (montmorillonite). The asphalt mixture was produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, 60/70 (control binder) and 5.5% binder content. The authors observed that the nanoclay modified mixture presented 55% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 10 ), decrease in retained Marshall stability (85% for control and 77% for nanoclay modified), 40% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), and similar indirect tensile ratio (Figure 9 ). Crucho et al. [25, 36, 100] studied an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay hydrophilic bentonite. The mixture was an asphalt concrete (AC 14) using granitic aggregates, limestone filler, 35/50 asphalt binder, and 4.5% binder content. The modification had a positive effect in the properties of the asphalt mixture. The following effects were reported: 13% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure  10) ; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 99%; 46% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 8) ; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 61% (Figure 9 ); improvement in affinity aggregate-binder (from 40% to 67% of binder coverage); 10% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ); 7.2% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 °C and 4.3% increase in stiffness modulus at 30 °C; and better fatigue resistance (7% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles). Crucho et al. [25, 36, 100] studied an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay hydrophilic bentonite. The mixture was an asphalt concrete (AC 14) using granitic aggregates, limestone filler, 35/50 asphalt binder, and 4.5% binder content. The modification had a positive effect in the properties of the asphalt mixture. The following effects were reported: 13% increase in Marshall stability ( Figure 10) ; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 99%; 46% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 8) ; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 61% (Figure 9 ); improvement in affinity aggregate-binder (from 40% to 67% of binder coverage); 10% reduction in permanent deformation ( Figure 11 ); 7.2% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 • C and 4.3% increase in stiffness modulus at 30 • C; and better fatigue resistance (7% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles). De Melo and Trichês [35] studied the modification of a PG 58-22 asphalt binder with 3% organically modified montmorillonite. The asphalt mixture, NMAS 19 mm, had 4.35% binder content and, was produced with basaltic aggregates, and hydrated lime. The modified mixture presented: 15% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 81% to 100% (Figure 9 ); 39% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ); 20% and 57% average increase in stiffness modulus at the temperature of 20 °C and 30 °C, respectively; and increase in fatigue resistance (22% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Blom et al. [101] studied an asphalt mixture (AC14) modified with 5% organically modified nanoclay (cloisite-15). For the mixture production, sandstone aggregates and 35/50 asphalt binder were used. The authors tested for permanent deformation using a wheel-tracking machine. After applying 50,000 cycles, the 5% nanoclay modified mixture presented 10% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ).
Goh et al. [43] studied the effects of the modification with 1% and 2% polysiloxane-modified montmorillonite in the indirect tensile strength of an asphalt mixture. The mixtures were produced with 5.2% binder content and the PG 58-28 was the control binder. On the one hand, in the indirect tensile strength of the unconditioned (dry) specimens, the modified mixtures presented 1% and 4% reduction for the 1% and 2% dosage (Figure 8 ), respectively. On the other hand, in the indirect tensile strength of the conditioned (wet) specimens (standard conditioning in water according to AASHTO T283-03), the modified mixtures presented 7% and 13% increase for the 1% and 2% dosage, respectively. This led to a progressive increase of the indirect tensile strength ratio with the increase in nanoclay dosage, 86%, 92%, and 101% for the 0%, 1%, and 2% dosage (Figure 9 ), respectively. The authors found the asphalt mixtures modified with polysiloxane-modified montmorillonite less susceptible to deicing solutions. These findings are in good agreement with another study [102] , that reported the nanoclay to have a positive effect in mitigating stripping damage of asphalt mixtures exposed to non-chloride deicer solutions.
Jahromi et al. [103] studied the modification of an asphalt mixture, NMAS 12.5 mm, with two types of organically modified montmorillonite nanoclay, nanofil, and cloisite, with the dosages of 2%, 4%, and 7%. Limestone aggregates, limestone filler, and 60/70 control binder were used in the production of the mixtures. The authors concluded that the effects of the modifications increased according to the increase in the nanoclay dosage and the effects of cloisite were stronger than those of nanofil. Regarding the modifications with 7% nanoclay, the Marshall stability increased by 23% and 37% for the nanofill and cloisite (Figure 10 ), respectively. The increase in the nanoclays dosage lead to an increase in the optimum binder content, possibly explained by the large surface area of the nanoclays. The 7% modified mixtures presented 8% and 6% increase in indirect tensile strength at 25 °C, 40% and 18% increase in resilient modulus at 40 °C, and reduction in permanent deformations (37% and 83% increase in the flow number in dynamic creep tests at 60 °C and 300 KPa), for cloisite and nanofill, respectively.
Golestani et al. [39] studied the effect of the modification with 1.5% organically modified montmorillonite (cloisite) in the properties of an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) with 4.8% binder De Melo and Trichês [35] studied the modification of a PG 58-22 asphalt binder with 3% organically modified montmorillonite. The asphalt mixture, NMAS 19 mm, had 4.35% binder content and, was produced with basaltic aggregates, and hydrated lime. The modified mixture presented: 15% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 81% to 100% ( Figure 9 ); 39% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ); 20% and 57% average increase in stiffness modulus at the temperature of 20 • C and 30 • C, respectively; and increase in fatigue resistance (22% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Blom et al. [101] studied an asphalt mixture (AC14) modified with 5% organically modified nanoclay (cloisite-15). For the mixture production, sandstone aggregates and 35/50 asphalt binder were used. The authors tested for permanent deformation using a wheel-tracking machine. After applying 50,000 cycles, the 5% nanoclay modified mixture presented 10% reduction in permanent deformation ( Figure 11 ).
Jahromi et al. [103] studied the modification of an asphalt mixture, NMAS 12.5 mm, with two types of organically modified montmorillonite nanoclay, nanofil, and cloisite, with the dosages of 2%, 4%, and 7%. Limestone aggregates, limestone filler, and 60/70 control binder were used in the production of the mixtures. The authors concluded that the effects of the modifications increased according to the increase in the nanoclay dosage and the effects of cloisite were stronger than those of nanofil. Regarding the modifications with 7% nanoclay, the Marshall stability increased by 23% and 37% for the nanofill and cloisite (Figure 10 ), respectively. The increase in the nanoclays dosage lead to an increase in the optimum binder content, possibly explained by the large surface area of the nanoclays. The 7% modified mixtures presented 8% and 6% increase in indirect tensile strength at 25 • C, 40% and 18% increase in resilient modulus at 40 • C, and reduction in permanent deformations (37% and 83% increase in the flow number in dynamic creep tests at 60 • C and 300 KPa), for cloisite and nanofill, respectively.
Golestani et al. [39] studied the effect of the modification with 1.5% organically modified montmorillonite (cloisite) in the properties of an asphalt mixture (NMAS 19 mm) with 4.8% binder content. For the production of the mixture the authors used limestone aggregates and considered two control binders, a neat PG 58-10 and a polymer modified binder (PG 58-10 modified with 6% SBS). Regarding the effects in the PG 58-10 binder (NMA), the modification lead to 10% increase in resilient modulus at 25 • C (Figure 12 ), 18% increase in resilient modulus at 40 • C (Figure 12 ), 26% reduction in permanent deformation, similar (0.5% increase) indirect tensile strength and improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 58% to 61%. Regarding the effects in the polymer modified binder (NCMA), the modification lead to 3% increase in resilient modulus at 25 • C (Figure 12 ), 12% increase in resilient modulus at 40 • C (Figure 12 ), 29% reduction in permanent deformation, similar (0.5% increase) indirect tensile strength, and improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 69% to 72%.
Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  15 of 31 content. For the production of the mixture the authors used limestone aggregates and considered two control binders, a neat PG 58-10 and a polymer modified binder (PG 58-10 modified with 6% SBS). Regarding the effects in the PG 58-10 binder (NMA), the modification lead to 10% increase in resilient modulus at 25 °C (Figure 12 ), 18% increase in resilient modulus at 40 °C (Figure 12 ), 26% reduction in permanent deformation, similar (0.5% increase) indirect tensile strength and improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 58% to 61%. Regarding the effects in the polymer modified binder (NCMA), the modification lead to 3% increase in resilient modulus at 25 °C (Figure 12 ), 12% increase in resilient modulus at 40 °C (Figure 12 ), 29% reduction in permanent deformation, similar (0.5% increase) indirect tensile strength, and improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 69% to 72%. Yao et al. [92] evaluated the effects of the modifications with non-modified montmorillonite nanoclay (NC) and polymer-modified montmorillonite (PNC) in the performance of an asphalt mixture (NMAS 9.5 mm). The control binder was the PG 58-34 and were studied the dosages of 2% and 4%. The modification with NC presented stronger effects with the higher dosage (4%) while the modification with PNC, with exception of permanent deformation test, presented higher effects with the 2% dosage. With the 4% NC modification, the authors reported 9% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), 15% average increase in dynamic modulus, 25% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 12 ) and 59% reduction in permanent deformation (rut depth using APA rutting test). Regarding the 2% PNC modification, the modified mixture presented 16% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), 10% average increase in dynamic modulus, 29% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 12 ) and 34% reduction in permanent deformation (rut depth using APA rutting test). Only in the case of permanent deformation, the 4% PNC performed better than the 2% PNC, presenting 42% reduction in rut depth.
Crucho et al. [37] studied a stone mastic asphalt (SMA16) mixture modified with 4% nanoclay hydrophilic bentonite. The mixtures were produced with 6.0% binder content and using 35/50 asphalt binder (control binder), granitic aggregates, and limestone filler. The mixture with 4% nanoclay presented: 30% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 8) ; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 75% to 92% (Figure 9 ); 13% reduction in permanent deformation ( Figure 11 ); 6.6% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 °C; and better fatigue resistance (14% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Ameri et al. [104] modified a SMA mixture (NMAS 9.5 mm) with 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% cloisite-15A. For the mixture production, 6.7% binder content, limestone aggregates and limestone filer were used. In this study, two control binders were considered, the 60/70 asphalt binder and the 60/70 modified with 5% SBS. In both mixtures, 60/70 and 60/70 + SBS, the nanoclay modification enhanced the properties of the mixture, increasing the effect with the increase in dosage. Thus, the 4% dosage presented the highest gains in performance. Regarding the mixture with 60/70 control binder, the 4% modification presented 23% increase in Marshall stability, 9% increase in flow number (lower plastic deformation) and 61% reduction in permanent deformation. Regarding the mixture with 60/70 + SBS Yao et al. [92] evaluated the effects of the modifications with non-modified montmorillonite nanoclay (NC) and polymer-modified montmorillonite (PNC) in the performance of an asphalt mixture (NMAS 9.5 mm). The control binder was the PG 58-34 and were studied the dosages of 2% and 4%. The modification with NC presented stronger effects with the higher dosage (4%) while the modification with PNC, with exception of permanent deformation test, presented higher effects with the 2% dosage. With the 4% NC modification, the authors reported 9% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), 15% average increase in dynamic modulus, 25% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 12 ) and 59% reduction in permanent deformation (rut depth using APA rutting test). Regarding the 2% PNC modification, the modified mixture presented 16% increase in indirect tensile strength (Figure 8 ), 10% average increase in dynamic modulus, 29% increase in resilient modulus ( Figure 12 ) and 34% reduction in permanent deformation (rut depth using APA rutting test). Only in the case of permanent deformation, the 4% PNC performed better than the 2% PNC, presenting 42% reduction in rut depth.
Crucho et al. [37] studied a stone mastic asphalt (SMA16) mixture modified with 4% nanoclay hydrophilic bentonite. The mixtures were produced with 6.0% binder content and using 35/50 asphalt binder (control binder), granitic aggregates, and limestone filler. The mixture with 4% nanoclay presented: 30% increase in indirect tensile strength ( Figure 8) ; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 75% to 92% (Figure 9 ); 13% reduction in permanent deformation (Figure 11 ); 6.6% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 • C; and better fatigue resistance (14% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
Ameri et al. [104] modified a SMA mixture (NMAS 9.5 mm) with 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% cloisite-15A. For the mixture production, 6.7% binder content, limestone aggregates and limestone filer were used. In this study, two control binders were considered, the 60/70 asphalt binder and the 60/70 modified with 5% SBS. In both mixtures, 60/70 and 60/70 + SBS, the nanoclay modification enhanced the properties of the mixture, increasing the effect with the increase in dosage. Thus, the 4% dosage presented the highest gains in performance. Regarding the mixture with 60/70 control binder, the 4% modification presented 23% increase in Marshall stability, 9% increase in flow number (lower plastic deformation) and 61% reduction in permanent deformation. Regarding the mixture with 60/70 + SBS control binder, the 4% modification presented 11% increase in Marshall stability, 8% increase in flow number (lower plastic deformation), and 16% reduction in permanent deformation.
Generally, the asphalt mixtures modified with nanoclays revealed higher Marshall stability, enhanced water sensitivity (indicated by higher indirect tensile strength ratio and higher retained Marshall stability), lower permanent deformation, and better fatigue resistance. Regarding stiffness, the nanoclay modified mixtures presented higher values, particularly at higher temperatures. The effects obtained with the modifications were dependent on the type of nanoclay being used. The raw nanoclays tend to present stronger effects according to the increase in dosage, while some of the organically modified nanoclays present a peak in performance enhancement at a relatively low dosage and a further increase worsens the performance. Although the majority of the nanoclay modifications had the effect of increasing the indirect tensile strength, some of organic modifiers caused a reduction.
Nanoiron
Kordi and Shafabakhsh [49] evaluated the mechanical properties of a stone mastic asphalt (SMA) mixture modified with 0.3%, 0.6%, 0.9%, and 1.2% of nano Fe 2 O 3 . The 60/70 asphalt binder was the control binder used in the study and, all the SMA were produced with 6.6% binder content. The authors tested for permanent deformation using the wheel-tracking test, for stiffness using the indirect tensile stiffness modulus (ITSM) and for fatigue using the indirect tensile fatigue test (ITFT). In all the tests, initially the performance improved, reaching peak with the 0.9% dosage, and then decreased for higher dosage. Regarding the 0.9% nano Fe 2 O 3 modification; stiffness modulus increased by 28%, 14%, and 45%, at 5 • C, 15 • C, and 25 • C, respectively; fatigue life increased between 15% and 35%, depending on the temperature and stress level; and permanent deformation decreased by 48%, 35% and 18%, at 40 • C, 50 • C, and 60 • C, respectively.
Pirmohammad et al. [50] studied an asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm) modified with nano Fe 2 O 3 . The 60/70 asphalt binder (PG was modified with the nanomaterial dosages of 0.1%, 0.4%, 0.8%, and 1.2%. The authors studied the fracture properties of the asphalt mixture by conducting semi-circular bending (SCB) tests. Regarding the nano Fe 2 O 3 modification, the fracture resistance initially increases reaching the peak at 0.8% dosage (27% increase), and then decreases for higher dosage.
Crucho et al. [25, 36] studied an asphalt concrete (AC 14) mixture modified with 4% nanoiron (zero-valent iron). For the mixture production was used granitic aggregates, limestone filler, 35/50 asphalt binder (control binder), and 4.5% mixture binder content. The modification had the following effects: 5% increase in Marshall stability; improvement in retained Marshall stability from 77% to 80%; 5% increase in indirect tensile strength; improvement in indirect tensile strength ratio from 57% to 82%; improvement in affinity aggregate-binder (from 40% to 70% of binder coverage); 20% reduction in permanent deformation; 7.3% and 1.5% reduction in stiffness modulus at 20 • C and 30 • C, respectively; and better fatigue resistance (4% increase in the strain for 10 6 cycles).
The authors studying the use of nanoiron to modify the asphalt mixture indicate several improvements in mechanical performance, such as, higher Marshall stability, higher indirect tensile strength, enhanced water sensitivity (indicated by higher indirect tensile strength ratio and higher retained Marshall stability), lower permanent deformation, better fatigue, and fracture resistance.
Aging Resistance
Asphalt Binder
The organic nature of the asphalt binder leads to a continuous non-reversible aging process. During the aging process, the chemical composition of the asphalt binder changes, generally, the asphaltenes content tend to increase, while resins and aromatics tend to decrease [1] . Regarding the properties of the binder, the aging process is most prominent in the form of hardening and brittleness. The aging of the asphalt mixtures is highly dependent on the aging of the asphalt binder thus, several methods were developed and standardized to simulate in laboratory the aging of the asphalt binder. Actually, the paving industry relies on such methods to establish criteria for the paving grade bitumen in Europe [105] and for the performance-graded asphalt binders in USA [106] . Also, due to its convenience, less time, and material consuming, researchers frequently only study aging at the binder level. The aging methods more frequently used are the rolling thin film oven test (RTFOT), thin film oven test (TFOT), and pressure aging vessel (PAV). The RTFOT is considered to be representative of the short-term aging (corresponding to the plant mixing and field compaction processes) and PAV is added to simulate long-term aging.
After the aging simulation, the properties of the aged binder can be compared with those of the unaged binder. Generally, researchers consider parameters such as retained penetration-RP (Equation (1)), increase in softening point-ISP (Equation (2)), viscosity aging index-VAI (Equation (3) Regarding the properties of the asphalt binder, the aging process causes an increase in viscosity and softening point and a reduction in penetration value. From the rheology perspective, the aging process causes an increase in the complex modulus and a decrease in the phase angle.
Several authors highlight the positive contributions of nanomaterials to aging resistance. The presence of nanomaterials may play an important role in improving the asphalt mixture aging resistance by two mechanisms, first they may act as a barrier thus retarding the oxidation process and second as they can prevent the evaporation of light components of the asphalt [53] .
Jahromi and Khodaii [34] studied the 60/70 asphalt binder modification using two types of organically modified nanoclays, cloisite, and nanofil, with the dosages of 2%, 4%, and 7%. The modifications lead to higher RP and lower ISP values, indicating less effect of aging in the binder. The enhancement in aging resistance was increasing according to the increase in nanoclay dosage (Figure 13 ). Regardless of both nanoclays were organically modified, the obtained effects were dependent of the nanoclay type. According with both parameters, RP and ISP, the modifications with nanofil were more effective in enhancing aging resistance. Other studies concerning nanoclay modifications, reported similar trends, increase in RP and reduction in ISP and VAI [79, 84, [107] [108] [109] [110] .
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Regarding the properties of the asphalt binder, the aging process causes an increase in viscosity and softening point and a reduction in penetration value. From the rheology perspective, the aging process causes an increase in the complex modulus and a decrease in the phase angle.
Jahromi and Khodaii [34] studied the 60/70 asphalt binder modification using two types of organically modified nanoclays, cloisite, and nanofil, with the dosages of 2%, 4%, and 7%. The modifications lead to higher RP and lower ISP values, indicating less effect of aging in the binder. The enhancement in aging resistance was increasing according to the increase in nanoclay dosage ( Figure 13 ). Regardless of both nanoclays were organically modified, the obtained effects were dependent of the nanoclay type. According with both parameters, RP and ISP, the modifications with nanofil were more effective in enhancing aging resistance. Other studies concerning nanoclay modifications, reported similar trends, increase in RP and reduction in ISP and VAI [79, 84, [107] [108] [109] [110] . Ghile [31] and van de Ven et al. [99] studied the effects of organically modified nanoclays in the rheology of two asphalt binders. The authors selected 6% nanofill to modify the 70/100 asphalt binder and, 3% and 6% cloisite to modify the 40/60 asphalt binder. After short-term and long-term aging, in DSR testing the modified binders showed smaller variations (smaller increase in stiffness and smaller reduction of phase angle) when compared with the unaged modified binder, which means less aging effect. Then, the variation of the rutting parameter (G*/sinδ) was also smaller in the case of the Ghile [31] and van de Ven et al. [99] studied the effects of organically modified nanoclays in the rheology of two asphalt binders. The authors selected 6% nanofill to modify the 70/100 asphalt binder and, 3% and 6% cloisite to modify the 40/60 asphalt binder. After short-term and long-term aging, in DSR testing the modified binders showed smaller variations (smaller increase in stiffness and smaller reduction of phase angle) when compared with the unaged modified binder, which means less aging effect. Then, the variation of the rutting parameter (G*/sinδ) was also smaller in the case of the modified binders. The modified binders also showed higher retained penetration and lower increment in softening point. Other studies [111, 112] evaluating aging through the variation of rheological parameters, obtained similar conclusions. Ashish, Singh and Bohm [113] modified a 35/50 asphalt binder with 2%, 4%, and 6% of cloisite-30B (organically modified nanoclay). The authors evaluated fatigue of the PAV aged binders using the linear amplitude sweep (LAS) test and found the number of load cycles to failure increasing with the increasing of nanoclay dosage. Similar results were presented by Kavussi and Barghabany [114] , that modified a PG 58-22 with 2% and 6% of cloisite-30B.
In addition to the traditional methods, that essentially reproduce well the aging caused by temperature and oxidation mechanisms, several researchers are developing alternative laboratory aging simulations to address other effects. Environmental conditions, such as, solar radiation, particularly the ultraviolet (UV), and moisture damage also have a significant role in the change of binder morphology during the aging process [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] .
Zhang et al. [110] concluded that the modification of an 60/80 asphalt binder with 6% organically modified montmorillonite enhanced the resistance to UV aging. After UV aging, the modified binder presented lower VAI and SPI than the control binder. Other studies presented similar conclusions [129, 130] .
Crucho et al. [131] tested the recovered binders of TEAGE aged (under UV radiation and watering/drying cycles) [132] asphalt mixture specimens. The mixtures were modified with three nanomaterials independently, 4% nanosilica, 4% nanoiron, and 4% nanoclay bentonite (hydrophilic clay). The results obtained for RP were 55%, 76%, 55%, and 54% for the control, 4% nanosilica, 4% nanoiron, and 4% nanoclay, respectively. The results obtained for ISP were 14.5 • C, 12.2 • C, 14.3 • C, and 13.5 • C for the control, 4% nanosilica, 4% nanoiron, and 4% nanoclay, respectively. All the modifications presented lower ISP, although, the results of nanoiron modification are similar to those of control, indicating no enhancement in aging resistance. Regarding RP, the control, 4% nanoiron, and 4% nanoclay also presented very similar results. Other the other hand, 4% nanosilica modification presented a clear indication of enhanced aging resistance according both parameters.
Asphalt Mixtures
Methods
The evaluation of the asphalt mixture aging is complex and, currently, there is no test method to assess it directly. A possible approach is to characterize the asphalt mixture's mechanical performance at early age (fresh mixture) and under aged conditions and then, determine the difference between them. Alternatively, some researchers compute the percent variation (principle similar to the VAI, Equation (3)) or the ratio between aged and fresh (principle similar to a retained performance, Equation (1)), commonly designating them as aging sensitivity and aging index, respectively. In this review, the effects of the nanomaterials in the aging resistance were analyzed by calculating the aging sensitivity (Equation (4)) of the evaluated mechanical performance parameters.
Aging sensitivity =
Aged value − Unaged value Unaged value × 100
Apparently, the higher the absolute value of the selected indicator (difference aged-unaged, aging sensitivity, or aging index) the most aging sensitive is the mixture. A drawback of this approach is that in the case of a mechanical property which value increases with aging, e.g. stiffness or tensile strength, in some cases, a poor aging resistance performance may be wrongly understood as a good aging resistance. As example, Figure 14 presents the case of a mixture (mixture B) with higher aging sensitivity than the control mixture (mixture A) but presenting lower aging index in all evaluations after age one. Thus, to draw conclusions about aging resistance, one should have a good overview of the performance under aged conditions by conducting several performance tests. In this regard, due to the brittleness effect caused by aging, testing for fatigue resistance is particularly important. The production of aged specimens consumes a significant amount of time and resources, thus, generally, it is more practical to perform different tests than to simulate several aging times.
specification AASHTO R30-02 [133] , initially proposed by the Strategic Highway Research Program [134] . In brief, the specification presents two methods, the short-term oven aging (STOA) and the long-term oven aging (LTOA). The STOA consists in conditioning the loose asphalt mixture in a draft oven for four hours at 135 °C and, aims to simulate the aging caused the plant mixing and compaction processes. The LTOA consists in conditioning the compacted asphalt specimens for five days at 85 °C and, aims to reproduce the aging of the pavement in service for approximately five to ten years. Although STOA and LTOA are practical methods requiring only simple equipment, they do not simulate all the actions present during field aging, e.g. solar radiation and moisture damage. Thus, researchers proposed few alternative approaches to address aging simulation, such as the saturation aging tensile stiffness (SATS) developed by Choi [135] , the Viennese Aging Procedure (VAPro) developed by Steiner et al. [136] , and the Tecnico accelerated aging (TEAGE) developed by Crucho et al. [132] . 
Nanosilica
Yusoff et al. [58] aged the asphalt mixture using STOA and LTOA methods and, tested aged specimens for resilient modulus (RM) at 25 °C and 40 °C, and permanent deformation using the dynamic creep test. The authors found that the 4% nanosilica modification provided some aging resistance particularly at the long-term aging. Figure 15 presents the aging sensitivity of the parameters considered by the authors and under both aging methods. Figure 15 . Aging sensitivity of the parameters considered in the study [58] . To obtain aged asphalt mixture specimens few laboratory aging methods were developed. Currently, the methods used more often worldwide by the researchers are the described by the specification AASHTO R30-02 [133] , initially proposed by the Strategic Highway Research Program [134] . In brief, the specification presents two methods, the short-term oven aging (STOA) and the long-term oven aging (LTOA). The STOA consists in conditioning the loose asphalt mixture in a draft oven for four hours at 135 • C and, aims to simulate the aging caused the plant mixing and compaction processes. The LTOA consists in conditioning the compacted asphalt specimens for five days at 85 • C and, aims to reproduce the aging of the pavement in service for approximately five to ten years. Although STOA and LTOA are practical methods requiring only simple equipment, they do not simulate all the actions present during field aging, e.g. solar radiation and moisture damage. Thus, researchers proposed few alternative approaches to address aging simulation, such as the saturation aging tensile stiffness (SATS) developed by Choi [135] , the Viennese Aging Procedure (VAPro) developed by Steiner et al. [136] , and the Tecnico accelerated aging (TEAGE) developed by Crucho et al. [132] .
Yusoff et al. [58] aged the asphalt mixture using STOA and LTOA methods and, tested aged specimens for resilient modulus (RM) at 25 • C and 40 • C, and permanent deformation using the dynamic creep test. The authors found that the 4% nanosilica modification provided some aging resistance particularly at the long-term aging. Figure 15 presents the aging sensitivity of the parameters considered by the authors and under both aging methods.
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To study the effects of aging the authors compared the results of flexural strength, flexural strain, and fatigue life of the unaged and LTOA aged specimens and, concluded that the 1% nanosilica modification had a positive effect in aging resistance. Figure 16 presents the aging sensitivity of the parameters considered.
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Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in the asphalt mixture using the TEAGE method [132] , tuned to simulate seven years of field aging due to environmental conditions (UV radiation and precipitation) in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength (ITS), stiffness modulus, and fatigue, and the results were compared with those obtained under unaged conditions. The 4% nanosilica modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in all parameters, indicating an enhanced aging resistance ( Figure 17 ). Guo et al. [62] produced STOA aged specimens and compared their performance to that of unaged specimens. The authors evaluated the retained Marshall stability (RMS), using two conditioning methods: (1) 48 h immersion (IM) and (2) 48 h vacuum saturation (VS), and the tensile strength ratio (TSR). Analyzing the aging sensitivity of these parameters ( Figure 18 ) it can be concluded that the modified mixture (3% silane silica) suffered less variation in these ratios. This indication is positive, although would be not sufficient to property conclude about aging resistance, as it would be possible that both specimens conditioned/unconditioned suffer intense aging thus maintaining approximately similar ratio under aged and unaged conditions. The analysis of Marshall stability or indirect tensile strength would be preferable. Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in the asphalt mixture using the TEAGE method [132] , tuned to simulate seven years of field aging due to environmental conditions (UV radiation and precipitation) in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength (ITS), stiffness modulus, and fatigue, and the results were compared with those obtained under unaged conditions. The 4% nanosilica modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in all parameters, indicating an enhanced aging resistance (Figure 17 ).
Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in the asphalt mixture using the TEAGE method [132] , tuned to simulate seven years of field aging due to environmental conditions (UV radiation and precipitation) in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength (ITS), stiffness modulus, and fatigue, and the results were compared with those obtained under unaged conditions. The 4% nanosilica modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in all parameters, indicating an enhanced aging resistance ( Figure 17 ). Guo et al. [62] produced STOA aged specimens and compared their performance to that of unaged specimens. The authors evaluated the retained Marshall stability (RMS), using two conditioning methods: (1) 48 h immersion (IM) and (2) 48 h vacuum saturation (VS), and the tensile strength ratio (TSR). Analyzing the aging sensitivity of these parameters ( Figure 18 ) it can be concluded that the modified mixture (3% silane silica) suffered less variation in these ratios. This indication is positive, although would be not sufficient to property conclude about aging resistance, as it would be possible that both specimens conditioned/unconditioned suffer intense aging thus maintaining approximately similar ratio under aged and unaged conditions. The analysis of Marshall stability or indirect tensile strength would be preferable. Guo et al. [62] produced STOA aged specimens and compared their performance to that of unaged specimens. The authors evaluated the retained Marshall stability (RMS), using two conditioning methods: (1) 48 h immersion (IM) and (2) 48 h vacuum saturation (VS), and the tensile strength ratio (TSR). Analyzing the aging sensitivity of these parameters ( Figure 18 ) it can be concluded that the modified mixture (3% silane silica) suffered less variation in these ratios. This indication is positive, although would be not sufficient to property conclude about aging resistance, as it would be possible that both specimens conditioned/unconditioned suffer intense aging thus maintaining approximately similar ratio under aged and unaged conditions. The analysis of Marshall stability or indirect tensile strength would be preferable. Tanzadeh et al. [98] evaluated the abrasion of a porous asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm), under aged and unaged conditions, using the Cantabro test. The asphalt mixtures were produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, lime (0.5% by weight of mixture), and 60/70 asphalt binder modified with 4.5% SBS. The binder contents of the asphalt mixture were 5% and 6%. The authors used 0.2% glass fiber and 0.2 basalt fiber to modify the asphalt mixture and, following, studied the modification with 2% nanosilica. The specimens were conditioned for aging in a draft oven at 60 °C for seven days. In the mixture with 0.2% glass fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.1% (control) to 4.4% (modified) and, from 7.7% (control) to 3.5% (modified), for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively. In the mixture with 0.2% basalt fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.7% to 5.5% and, from 8.9% to 4.7%, for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively.
Under a variety of mechanical tests and aging methods, the asphalt mixtures modified with nanosilica presented systematically lower aging sensitivity if compared to the correspondent control mixture, indicating enhanced aging resistance.
Nanoclay
López-Montero et al. [100] studied the effects of aging in the indirect tensile strength (ITS), in dry and wet (water sensitivity conditioned) conditions, of the asphalt mixture using the LTOA and TEAGE methods. The TEAGE method [132] was used to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The authors determined an aging index, ratio between aged, and unaged values, and concluded that for both conditions, dry and wet, and under both aging methods, LTOA and TEAGE, the modification with 4% nanoclay bentonite presented less aging ( Figure 19 ). Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay bentonite, using the TEAGE method, tuned to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength, stiffness modulus and fatigue. The modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in indirect tensile strength and fatigue Tanzadeh et al. [98] evaluated the abrasion of a porous asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm), under aged and unaged conditions, using the Cantabro test. The asphalt mixtures were produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, lime (0.5% by weight of mixture), and 60/70 asphalt binder modified with 4.5% SBS. The binder contents of the asphalt mixture were 5% and 6%. The authors used 0.2% glass fiber and 0.2 basalt fiber to modify the asphalt mixture and, following, studied the modification with 2% nanosilica. The specimens were conditioned for aging in a draft oven at 60 • C for seven days. In the mixture with 0.2% glass fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.1% (control) to 4.4% (modified) and, from 7.7% (control) to 3.5% (modified), for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively. In the mixture with 0.2% basalt fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.7% to 5.5% and, from 8.9% to 4.7%, for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively.
López-Montero et al. [100] studied the effects of aging in the indirect tensile strength (ITS), in dry and wet (water sensitivity conditioned) conditions, of the asphalt mixture using the LTOA and TEAGE methods. The TEAGE method [132] was used to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The authors determined an aging index, ratio between aged, and unaged values, and concluded that for both conditions, dry and wet, and under both aging methods, LTOA and TEAGE, the modification with 4% nanoclay bentonite presented less aging (Figure 19 ). Tanzadeh et al. [98] evaluated the abrasion of a porous asphalt mixture (NMAS 12.5 mm), under aged and unaged conditions, using the Cantabro test. The asphalt mixtures were produced with limestone aggregates, limestone filler, lime (0.5% by weight of mixture), and 60/70 asphalt binder modified with 4.5% SBS. The binder contents of the asphalt mixture were 5% and 6%. The authors used 0.2% glass fiber and 0.2 basalt fiber to modify the asphalt mixture and, following, studied the modification with 2% nanosilica. The specimens were conditioned for aging in a draft oven at 60 °C for seven days. In the mixture with 0.2% glass fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.1% (control) to 4.4% (modified) and, from 7.7% (control) to 3.5% (modified), for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively. In the mixture with 0.2% basalt fiber, the modification with 2% nanosilica presented a reduction in Cantabro loss from 10.7% to 5.5% and, from 8.9% to 4.7%, for binder content of 5% and 6%, respectively.
López-Montero et al. [100] studied the effects of aging in the indirect tensile strength (ITS), in dry and wet (water sensitivity conditioned) conditions, of the asphalt mixture using the LTOA and TEAGE methods. The TEAGE method [132] was used to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The authors determined an aging index, ratio between aged, and unaged values, and concluded that for both conditions, dry and wet, and under both aging methods, LTOA and TEAGE, the modification with 4% nanoclay bentonite presented less aging ( Figure 19 ). Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay bentonite, using the TEAGE method, tuned to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength, stiffness modulus and fatigue. The modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in indirect tensile strength and fatigue Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in an asphalt mixture modified with 4% nanoclay bentonite, using the TEAGE method, tuned to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon.
The aged mixtures were tested for indirect tensile strength, stiffness modulus and fatigue. The modified mixture presented lower aging sensitivity in indirect tensile strength and fatigue resistance, and higher in the case of stiffness modulus. Nevertheless, as fatigue resistance is the most critical parameter under aged conditions, the results are a positive indication of enhanced aging resistance ( Figure 20) .
The number of studies about the effects of nanoclay modification in the aging of asphalt mixtures is still limited. Nevertheless, the results found in literature gave a positive indication of enhanced aging resistance, as in most cases, the asphalt mixtures modified with nanoclay presented lower aging sensitivity if compared to the correspondent control mixture.
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Nanoiron
Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in an asphalt concrete mixture modified with 4% nanoiron. The TEAGE [132] method was used to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for stiffness modulus, indirect tensile strength, and fatigue resistance. If compared with the control asphalt mixture the nanoiron-modified mixture presented higher aging sensitivity in all the parameters considered ( Figure 21 ). Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclude immediately that nanoiron has a negative effect in the aging resistance of the asphalt mixture. As this is the only study found in literature addressing nanoiron-modified aged asphalt mixture, more studies are needed to validate these findings. Other studies [49, 50] that determined the optimum nanoiron (Fe2O3) dosage using mechanical performance tests, indicated the optimum dosage to be 0.8% to 0.9% and, further increase in dosage worsened the performance. Although in the study of Crucho et al. [131] the used nanoparticles were different (zero-valent iron), this is a strong indication that the dosage considered (4%) is too high, beyond the optimum. 
Cost Evaluation
Asphalt pavement construction deals with large quantities of materials, in the range of tons, contrasting with the nanotechnology that synthetizes and manipulates few grams of a specific material. As the production of nanomaterials is oriented to deliver small quantities of highly controlled materials, i.e., purity levels ≥98%, the cost of these materials is relatively high compared 
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Crucho et al. [131] studied the effects of aging in an asphalt concrete mixture modified with 4% nanoiron. The TEAGE [132] method was used to simulate seven years of field aging in the region of Lisbon. The aged mixtures were tested for stiffness modulus, indirect tensile strength, and fatigue resistance. If compared with the control asphalt mixture the nanoiron-modified mixture presented higher aging sensitivity in all the parameters considered ( Figure 21 ). Nevertheless, it is not possible to conclude immediately that nanoiron has a negative effect in the aging resistance of the asphalt mixture. As this is the only study found in literature addressing nanoiron-modified aged asphalt mixture, more studies are needed to validate these findings. Other studies [49, 50] that determined the optimum nanoiron (Fe 2 O 3 ) dosage using mechanical performance tests, indicated the optimum dosage to be 0.8% to 0.9% and, further increase in dosage worsened the performance. Although in the study of Crucho et al. [131] the used nanoparticles were different (zero-valent iron), this is a strong indication that the dosage considered (4%) is too high, beyond the optimum. 
Cost Evaluation
Asphalt pavement construction deals with large quantities of materials, in the range of tons, contrasting with the nanotechnology that synthetizes and manipulates few grams of a specific material. As the production of nanomaterials is oriented to deliver small quantities of highly controlled materials, i.e., purity levels ≥98%, the cost of these materials is relatively high compared to traditional paving materials. The costs are justified by the use of expensive equipment and technology involved, as well as, the fact that nanomaterials production is generally conducted by highly qualified personal. However, this cost has been decreasing over time and, the trend is for further decrease, pushed by an increasing demand and improvements in manufacturing technology.
Generally, due to the costs associated with their synthesis, the price of the nanomaterials are highly dependent on the particle's size range and specific surface area. Products with high purity and narrow size range and high specific surface may demand higher processing efforts, thus having higher final costs.
The prices for nanosilica particles can vary from 80 €/kg to 1500 €/kg. The products with smaller size and narrow range (5 nm to 20 nm) and high specific surface (up to 690 m 2 /g) can cost between 1000 €/kg and 1500 €/kg. On the other side, particles with a wider size range (15 nm to 70 nm) and higher variation on specific surface area (130 m 2 /g to 600 m 2 /g) can cost between 80 €/kg to 150 €/kg. Further modifications of the nanosilica, for example with silane coupling agents, also brings an increase to the costs. Silane modified silica nanoparticles can cost between 180 €/kg to 450 €/kg.
Currently, the commercial price of nanoclays ranges from 100 €/kg to 250 €/kg, depending on the particle size and types of treatment/modification. Organically modified nanoclays are more expensive due to the additional surface treatment process. On the other side, raw nanoclays with natural hydrophilic behavior are cheaper.
The prices of nanoiron particles are in the range of 100 €/kg to 2600 €/kg. Costs are dependent on purity level and size range. Nanoparticles of Fe 2 O 3 with average size 50 nm and purity around 98% cost can cost between 100 €/kg to 300 €/kg. The most expensive iron nanoparticles are 99.9% 5 nm Fe 2 O 3 . The zero-valent nanoiron (50 nm) can cost nearly 120 €/kg.
The framework provided by Martinho et al. [137] was considered to perform a simple cost analysis regarding the construction of a 5 cm thick asphalt concrete (AC14 surf 35/50) wearing course. Using conventional materials (unmodified asphalt binder) the estimated cost was 6.8 €/m 2 . Regarding the nanomodified binders, the cost where estimated using the costs of the respective raw materials but not accounting with the possible costs of technology implementation for industrial scale refinery-or plan-modification. Considering the available nanosilica with the lower cost, the asphalt mixture cost was estimated to be 21.0 €/m 2 , 44.7 €/m 2 and 38.9 €/m 2 for the modifications with 3% nanosilica, 8% nanosilica, and 3% silane-nanosilica, respectively. The cost for nanoclay modifications was estimated to be 25.4 €/m 2 and 51.4 €/m 2 , when using 3% non-modified nanoclay and 3% organically modified nanoclay (modified with quaternary ammonium), respectively. The cost for nanoiron modifications were estimated in 12.1 €/m 2 and 35.3 €/m 2 for the modifications with 0.9% nano-Fe 2 O 3 and 4% nano zero-valent iron.
The low dosage required by the nano-Fe 2 O 3 modification indicated that it is competitive from the economic point of view. Regarding the group of the most studied nanomaterials, nanosilica, and nanoclays, the cost analysis suggests that nanosilica may be more promising as it had the lowest cost. Nevertheless, the three-fold increase in cost might be justified by the improvements obtained in mechanical performance and aging resistance. At current prices, for the nanomodifications to be cost effective, a significant improvement in durability has to be attained. It is expected that the production of nanoparticles in bulk quantity and the use of alternative sources will significantly reduce the costs. For example, rice husk, an abundant waste biomass with high content of silica was identified as a potential low-cost resource for the production of nanosilica particles [138] .
Concluding Remarks
This review addressed the effects of the modifications with nanomaterials: Nanosilica, nanoclay, and nanoiron, on the mechanical properties of the asphalt mixtures. The studies about modification of asphalt binders with nanomaterials showed that if a correct dispersion of the nanomaterials in the asphalt matrix is attained, several properties can be improved. Regarding the properties of the asphalt binders, the modifications with nanomaterials brought a reduction in penetration value and an increase of viscosity and softening point, as well as, increase in complex modulus and a decrease in phase angle. The effects of the modifications are dependent on the type and dosage of the nanomaterial, as well as, on the properties of the original asphalt binder to be modified. The optimum nanomaterial dosage may be dependent on the mechanical property to be enhanced, as well as the cost of the modification. For example, softer binders attained higher gains in resistance to permanent deformation with the nanomaterials modification than harder binders.
The effects of the nanomaterial modifications in the properties of the asphalt mixtures conducted to similar trends than for binders, meaning that the consideration of the type of modification is connected to the goal in terms of performance achieved for the best cost. The review carried out allows for the following conclusions:
•
For asphalt mixtures, the modifications with nanosilica present higher Marshall stability, higher indirect tensile strength, higher stiffness modulus, lower permanent deformation, enhanced fatigue resistance, and higher resistance to moisture damage. The studies found in literature covered the dosage range of 0.5% to 8%, and the effects of the modifications increase according with the increase in dosage. Nevertheless, the cost of the modification should be taken into account, as the use of high dosages can return not economical.
The effects of the modifications with nanoclays were dependent of the type of nanoclay. Besides the particle size distribution and the specific surface area, the type of treatment, raw (hydrophilic) or organically modified (hydrophobic), can have particular importance in the obtained effects. Generally, the effects of nanoclays modifications are higher Marshall stability, lower permanent deformation, higher stiffness modulus at high temperatures, better fatigue resistance, and higher resistance to moisture damage. The studies found in literature covered the dosage range of 1% to 7% and, the effects of the modifications increase according with the increase in dosage. Nevertheless, in the case of some organically modified nanoclays, the performance enhancement peaked at relatively low dosages (e.g. 2%) and a further increase in dosage worsened the performance. As the cost of organically modified nanoclays can be roughly double the cost of raw nanoclay, the use of such modifications should be careful optimized to ensure maximum performance with lowest dosage possible. • Currently, the modifications with nanoiron are not as explored as those with nanosilica and nanoclays, nevertheless, several studies reported important improvements in the mechanical performance of the modified asphalt mixture, such as, higher Marshall stability, higher indirect tensile strength, higher resistance to moisture damage, lower permanent deformation, enhanced fatigue resistance, and fracture resistance. The optimum dosage of nanoiron particles seems to be in the range of 0.8% to 0.9%, where the performance gains peak and, further increase in dosage worsens the performance. Comparatively to other nanomaterials, the lower optimum dosage of nanoiron particles can make them more competitive from economic point of view.
Besides the improvements in mechanical performance, the nanomaterials also gave good indications regarding an enhanced aging resistance. The study of the properties of aged asphalt mixtures highlighted the full potential of the nanomaterials and this is a good inference regarding the necessary life cycle cost evaluation in order to achieve a good balance between direct construction costs, high for now due to the use of nanomaterials, and the long term effect on durability.
